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Introduction

The tools and methods of the modern
archaeologist, historianr genealogist and
geographei now j-nvolve the use of advanced
scientific analysis, sophisticated computers,
isotopic dating, palaeobotanical and
palaeographical studies elc., but in spite of
Lhese recent advances good old field walking,
photogrammatical analysis, searching through
the archives and inspection of old maps are
still invaluable in bringing to light new
information. To this end the writer has been
working through a large yet previously unseen
and uncatalogued map collection, a collection
which wiIl prove invaluable to Historical
Geographers, Social and Local Historians'
Industrial Archaeologists etc.

The Map Collection

This extensive, inportant and valuable
collection of North West Lancashire maps
provides a wealth of primary source material
for students and researchers in many
disciptines. The writer is at present
working through this collection, attempting
to classify and index them with a brief
description of each map and placing this
information on a computer database.

The collection contains in excess of 1 t700
individual maps, and some B0% of these have
already been examined. The writer is funding
the operation out of his own pocket, with the
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intent of making all the information
available in the completed collection as soon
as possible.

These maps also have
which can be used by
show plots of land

a wealth of information
Urban Historians - many

building plots laid out
builders or individuals

for saIe, some with
ready for speculative
to build upon.

Some plots have already been sold or are
being sold on behalf of owners or have the
recent purchasers names written on them,
Some have valuation lists and surveyors
reports, dates and venues of public auctions,
names of land agents or solicitors. Many
have the names of the adjoining property
owners, details and extent of buildings,
gardens, existing and proposed roads etc.
The selection of maps presented in this
article are those with an 1 Bth century date
and represent a fraction of the collection,
the bulk of the collection being 1 9th century
or undated. The collection also contains a
large number of maps copied or produced by
the celebrated North West surveyor John
Bi-nns.

Other named surveyors, makers, copiers or
printers with many works are Robert & William
Jackson, W. Hall, B. Gray, J. Teal, J.
Webster, R. Whitworth, W. Bamthwaite Jnr., T.
Cross, John Padgin, Thomas Goss, T. Saul, T.
Jameson, R. Parkinson, W. Bush, J. Oldham,
Christopher Binns and J. Shepherd.

Sj-nce these 1 Bth century maps were produced
much of the land has been drained, j-mproved,
built upon and changed its use in some other



way. Many of the maps show old meres, ponds,
wet mosses, coal mines, old gravel, sand and
marl pits.

In some rare examples the full name of the
olrners, their trade and addresses are given,
for example: Hazelrigg in Scotforth dated
1775, owned by J. Rawlinson, mercer of
Lancaster, another is R. Lawson who owned
Iands as far apart as Lancaster, Thornton and
Ingleton. These and other examples show just
how widely the land of North West Lancashire
was owned outside the bounds of the large
estates and the Duchy. There are also many
examples of church, charity and poor lands.

Many maps have field names which give some
indication of antiquity or industrial usagel
names like Tenter, Black, . Horse, Linfields,
Kiln, Pitt, Millfields etc. are of great
interest. Other useful names include the
sites of smithies, watermills, windmills,
tithe barns, forges, tworkst, quarries,
kilns, mearstones, old tracks, roads and
lanes. A few show land usage, types of crops
being grorrtrn and the acreages in customary and
statutory measures. ,
Because the entire collection has been
recorded on a computer database with 22
fields and an extensive information section,
it is possible to select and print out lists
in any order or search pattern to meet any
needs of the student or researcher.

Categories which can be sorted include
industrial or economic activity, datesr Rdp
makers, landowners, tenants, location, scale,
acreages, field names, valuations, surveyors
notes, land apportionments, watermarked
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dates. Some maps have original signatures or
makers, brief accounts of rights or
conditions of letting, income etc., some are
produced for court cases or land disputes.
Any of the above can be sorted, indexed into
lists or fuII page information and printed
out to meet individual needs.

Some of the older 1 8th century maps are
cartographic masterpieces, drawn on vellum or
parchment with elaborate borders often
illuminated in gold, green and red artwork.
Sorne show signs of several hands so are
interesting from a palaeographic viewpoint'
and a few on handmade paper have early
watermarks with date and makers name.

The 18th century section has over B0 maps;
most of these are listed in alphabetical
order and indexed at the end of this article.

This brief selection (below) of examples of
the 1 8th century maps have been selected to
show the range and type of information
avai.labIe.

NAME: Ashton Stodday Estate.
DATE z 1789
MAKER: J TeaI of Leeds.
COPY: Yes Tracing and OHP

(i.e. over head projector).
SIzEz 25" x 25"
INFO: Lands in Ashton area of Thomas

Arthington gent. and Mr Lawson Whalley.
Shows Stodday Mill, head and tailrace,
milldam and malt kiln, village buildings,
some names, field names, or^/ners and adjoining
o$rners. Canal outline has been added to
original map.
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2I NAME: Anthony Atklnsons Lands
ADDRESS: Bantons, Yeat House, Walkers.

ACREAGE: Yes
CATEGORY: Estate
FIELD NAMES: Yes
SIZE: 1 8" x 24".
INFO: Ivlap with ornamental border on

vellum. Names Banton House, Walkers, Yeat
House, Dam House as part of estate. Showi
Flookborough Chapel Lands by Barrow Greaves
south of River Conder, Ellel Mill, dam, water
races and named fields with acreages and
named crops.

3) NAME: Broadfield Bridge.
LOCATION: Cockerham.
REr NO: DDHH 54 135/ 417 .
DATE: 1783 & 1840.
MAKER: WHaII,JBinns.
CATEGORY: New Bridge, Drainage Scheme.
WATERMARK: WM 1803.
INFO: Scale drawing of old, pre-

1783, bridge by W. HalI, plans of new bridge
and drawings with no&es of 1840 by J. Binns
plus PiIIing sluices.

4) NAME: Cana1 Plans.
LOCATION: Eccleston to Kendal.

MAKER:
DATE:
COPY:

DATE:
MAKER:
COPY:

B Gray.
1773.
Yes, tracing and OHP.

1772.
Robert Whitworth.
Yes, OHP.

ACREAGES: Yes.
CATEGORY: Ind Arch, Inland Waterway.
NO OF ITEMS: 10
DOCUMENTS: Yes.
OWNERS: Yes
SIZEz 12" x 25".
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SCALE: Yes.
INDUSTRY: MiIl, Forge, Ironworks, Cana1.
REF No: i DDHH Box 46 135/409.
INFO: Several maps of the canal

route of 1792. Show villages, powder mills,
Forse Forge at Natland, Levens Mills and
water works etc, Iron Furnace at Halton,
field names and some owners, roads. Set of
documents and lists with survey reports,
accounts for 1799 and 1817, various odd map
sections. Meeting minutes of Lancaster AGM
1817. Has a postage mark on one letter.."LfC
M.R. 1920 239."

s) NAME:
LOCATION:
MAP REF:
DATE:
MAKER:

Caton Hal1.
Brookhouse.
sD 542 647.
1777.
John Webster, Christopher

Iand laid out
A11 adjoining

is a complete
notes.

Binns.
COPY: Yes, OHP.
INFO: Copy of Webstersr original

1777 map made with additions by Christopher
Binns. Original map in hands of Mr Dobson of
Caton. Shows all buildings, church, tithe
barn, fields with names and names of adjacent'
owners. Annotations with references to the
moiety of the mill at Gresgarth Hall.
6I NAME: Fenton Street Lands.

LOCATION: Lancaster.
REF No: DDHH 834. 135/397.

1798.
DOCUMENTS: Yes.

Vi. HaII.
Has all plots of

for saler or for building.
owners are named and there
valuation list with surveyor's
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7I NAME: Forster v WrighL Case.
LOCATfONi Hornby.
ADDRESS: Hornby Estate.
REF NO: DDHH B 4 135/364.
DATE: 1747,1878.
DOCUMENTS: Yes.
NO Or fTEMS: B
INFO: Set of plans and maps used incourt case of disputed lands near confluence

of Rivers Lune and Wenning. Shows changedriver course as mapped in 1747, 1800, 1912,
1845' and 1878. So*e named fields on SnabFarm, mearstonesrferry points and places
where the jury visited with commenls andreports. There are several other maps ofthis area in the collection which show thedifferent courses of the River Lune

B) NAME: Friarage Lands.
ADDRESS: Dalton Square.
LOCATION: Lancaster.
DATE: 1 783.
MAKER: W. Hall.
fNFO: The land is laid out forbuilding in plots, the o\^rner is Mr f Dalton

and the builder is Edward Batty. All
adjacent or^/ners are Ghown. This land is tothe east side of what is now Dalton Square,possibly on the site of the Black Friars
monastery and church. To the st.udent ofarchaeology this map could well give someclues as to where to find the old monastic
buildings.

9) NAME: Thomas Yeats Lands.
LOCATION: Heysham.
REF NO: DDHH Box 54 135/417
DATE: 1 783.
INFO: Map of fragmented lands owned

by Yeats.

1 0) NAME: Lawsons Lands.
ADDRESS: Holly Platt.
LOCATION: Ingleton, Yorks.
DATE: 1765.
NO OF ITEMS z 4
ACREAGE: Yes.
OWNERS: Yes.
FIELD NAMES: Yes.

28 yds to 10 chains.
20u x 25".
Three coloured 1 Bth century

maps of Holly Platt, property of Robert
Lawson of Lancaster, extends to 16.1.33 acres
customary - 26.1 .17 acres statutory, plus
CoId Coat,s Pasture. Shows turnpike road from
Clapham to Ingleton. A smaller map size 14"
x 1 4" is on vellum and is dated 1765.
Comment: this farm is on the old coach road
and has a special porch built out at the
front in order to see the traffic coming, and
possibly to take the tolls. The site was
once also an Inn and horse changing station
for the mail coaches. It is interesting to
note that in 1 765 the property was owned by
Lawson who lived 20 miles away in Lancaster.

SCALE:
SIZE:
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11 ) NAME: Knapp Wood and Holmes.
LOCATfON: Caton.
DATE: 1 745.
MAKER: G Gray, John Webster &

W Bush.
DOCUMENTS: Yes.
INFO: Shows common lands in Knapp

Wood and Heart Holmes adjacent to the River
Lune; some o$rnerst names and field names
given. Map is Grays! original of 1745,
copied by Webster Ln 1771 and Bush in 1 828
with additions. Has a bundle of survey
notes.

121 NAME: Langber Moorgarth Estate.
LOCATfON: Ingleton, Yorks.
OWNER: Robert Lawson.
DATE: 1769 .
MAKER: Thomas Goss.
CATEGORY: Estate.
COPY: Yesl OHP.
INDUSTRY: CoaI.
INFO: Map shows the property of R.

Lawson dated 1769 with 2 coal- pits marked
with tracks up to them. Insets of Chesters
and Blands land with field names but only one
building and a crcft at Blands, plus an
allotment east of the house (see Map Two).

13) NAME: Lienforth Vaccary.
ADDRESS: Hammerton.
LOCATION: Skerton.
DATE: 1770.
FIELD NAMES: Yes.
INFO: Lands of Thomas Bowes,

Hammerton HaIl, Skerton Parish to 60.1.1
acres statutory. Shows Folley Farm but no
canal only the turnpike road.
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1 4) NAME: Lupton HaIl.
LOCATION: Lupton, Westmorland.
DATE: 1 782.
MAKER: John Oldham.
NO OF ITEMS: 3.
COPY: Yes; OHP.
INFO: Map shows fuII details of

the lands of Sir Phillip Musgrave dated 1782.
Shows a Watermill and connected works. The
map is coloured and has a gold patterned
border. The smaller ilapr size 7" x 10", is
of possible earlier date. Another map dated
1782 shows the Mill Brow Estate land held by
John oldham who was possibly the milIer (see
Map One).

1 5 ) NAME:
LOCATION:
OWNER:
REF NO:
COPY:
DATE:
INFO:

estate lands,

Manor of Thurnham
Thurnham, Lancaster.
Daltons.
DDHH B43 125/ 407 .
Yes.
1766.
Map has full details of the
including the watermill,

Glasson Dock Basin, Abbey Stone Yards.

Comment: Are the 'abbey stone yardst the
working area where the Cockerham Abbey stone
is being salvaged, reworked for sale t ot is
there a genuine quarry on this site for newly
won stone? Is it possible that after some
200 years since the Dj-ssolution, and sale of
most of the monastic lands and properties
that Cockersands still had stone or even
buildings extant being exploited commercially
by the Dalton family, in spite of their
suspected recusancy and the maintenance of
the old abbey chapter house as a family tomb?



1 6 ) NAME: Rawcliffe Moss Allotments
LOCATfON: Rawcliffe.
DATE: 1742.
DOCUMENTS: Yes.
fNFO: A collection of maps and

documents includes Moss Book for 1932,property of J France and others marked on amap. Leases and documents for 1818, lists
and rents for 1742t moss plan of 1781, MossBooks of 1776 and 1825. A wealth of
information for anyone researching mosslands,
peat rights, 1 8th century land allotments
etc.

17 I NAME: Survey of the River Loyne
(sic).

LOCATION: Halton to Estuary.

The Scandinavians in Cumbria:
The Legacy ln the Landscape.

by Dr Ian Whyte

following paper was given as a lecture to
Society on Thursday March 23rd, 1989.

Good evening: I always feel something of a
charlatan when addressing an archaeological
society because I am not an archaeologist. I
am an historical geographer which perhaps
makes me rather a jack of all trades. One of
my interests is in the evolution of the
British landscape under the impact of man,
and it is on an aspect of this theme that I
would like to speak tonight. l4y interest in
the Viking period stems in part from my
experience of areas of Viking settlement in
Scotland, particularly the Northern Isles.
However, a few years ago I was persuaded to
organise a conference in the Lake District
for the Scottish Society for Northern studies
on the theme 'The scandinavians in Cumbriat.
This focussed my interest on the topic of the
nature and impact of the Scandinavian
settlement in Cumbria.

When I first moved here from Scotland ten
years ago I thought that I was moving from a
country in which even the outlines of early
landscape evolution and settlement history
were poorly defined to one where it had all
been sorted out, barring odd bits of detail.
I soon found out how \4rrong this was,
particularly regarding the development of
Iandscape and settlement in medieval and pre-
medieval Cumbria. It is on one aspect of
this theme, the legacy of the Scandinavian
settlement in the Cumbrian landscape, that I

The
the

DATE:
MAKER:
INFO:

1 783.
Thomas Jameson.
A large coloured map .dated

21st March 1783 of Jamesonrs survey of theriver Lune. Shows riverside mills and
waterworks, races etc., old place names long
out of use, Halton HaIl, Church, Skerton MiII
weir and Locks, Daltons Dam, weir with mill
close and race down to Greenayre Mil1. Nuns
Ford from Skerton Cress, Old Lancaster Bridge
intact, Scale ford, priests wath and ford,
and most of the riverside buildings except on
the quayside.

Further information about these maps is
available from the writer.
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